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OVER-ACTUATION

INCREASED COMPLEXITY LEADS TO MORE FAULTS

Main occurrance:
Mechanics (occurs rarely)
Software (mainly systematic faults)
Electronics (mainly random faults)

Controller based

Electric machines
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>50% mech. reasons >50% mech. reasons
(overload, temp. or
(bearings, stator windings,
moisture)
external equipment)

QUALITY OF MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

Vehicle
with
tolerant control

• Yaw moment is built up.
• Vehicle starts turning in.
• Reduction of side forces on the
rear axle, thus under-steering
behavior turns to over-steering
behavior within a split second.
• Loss of vehicle stability.

• Yaw moment is built up.
• Counteracting FTC will be
initiated as soon as a yaw
moment deviation occurs.
• Appearing fault will be handled
immediately.
• Vehicle stability is maintained.

 The vehicle will leave the
expected path, which increases
the risk of a severe accident.

SYSTEM DEPENDABILITY

SAFETY, HANDLING, COMFORT AND FLEXIBILITY

Goal
• Identify premises for fault tolerant systems.
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 Safety for the passengers and
other
traffic
participants
increases.
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• Bottom-up approaches for
integrated vehicle control are
industry driven and combine
different existing subsystems.
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React on a set of presumed failure modes.
No fault detection and diagnosis included.
System reconfiguration is not needed.
Fault-tolerant capabilities are limited.
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Degradation of faults
 Fail-silent
 Fail-safe
 Fail-operational
Redundancy
 Static
Dynamic (hot or cold standby)
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DIAGNOSIS METHODS

• Fault-tolerant control shows high potential of improving safety
and reliability for over-actuated electrified vehicles.
• A harmonized level of fault-tolerance avoids bottlenecks.
• Fault-tolerant design enables extra time to take counteractions
such as reconfiguration in the event of a serious failure.
• Reconfiguration strategies to handle faults in vehicles are
promising.
• Quick and precise fault detection and diagnosis methods have
been established.
• Flexible generic control is implemented to optimize the overall
system.

Ongoing work
Different levels of
over-actuation
Integration of
driver model
dMz

Fuzzy Logic

Driver region

Fourier Analysis
dFx

Parity Equations

Bandpass Filter

Driver region with
assistance of
force allocation.

Algorithm testing on a
small scale vehicle
Validation in real
world tests
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Conclusions

FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL

• Respond in real-time to the occurrence
of one or more prior diagnosed faults.
• Compensates faults either by selecting precomputed control law or by synthesizing
a new one online.

• Top-down approaches are more
generic and solve a vehicle
dynamics model for control
(e.g. force allocation methods).
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FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL

• Gather overview of current and prospective legislation and
international standards.

• The literature study applies an integral view on the complete
vehicle in order to avoid bottlenecks.

(green)

Holistic approach that includes vehicle motion control, fault detection and diagnosis and reconfiguration of the system.
Capability of maintaining system stability and acceptable performance in the event of a failure.
An operational system shall be guaranteed despite if one or several faults occur, thus component failures are automatically
accommodated and a system failures prevented.

• Show suitable vehicle motion and fault-tolerant control
approaches as well as fault detection and diagnosis methods.
• Present network architectures on controller and physical level.
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LEGISLATION
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ECE-Homologations
• International unifying technical
regulations.
• ESC is mandatory (e.g. EU, US).
• ECE R79 for steer-by-wire approved.
• ECE R13 for brake-by-wire in process.
ISO 26262
• Functional safety standard for critical
E/E systems in automotive industry.
• Automotive safety integrity level
(ASIL) defines the risk levels.

Fault Tree Analysis

SYSTEM
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Protocols are deterministic to enable FT
TTCAN (easiest to implement)
• Event-triggered CAN data is sent in a
time-triggered system matrix.
• No internal FT dependability services.
FlexRay (most flexible)
• Event-triggered functions as a lower
layer of the time-triggered structure.
• No internal FT dependability services.
TTP/C (highest safety)
• Strict deterministic (low flexibility).
• Integrates FT dependability services.
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